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Daughters of Time
Offering the first general introductory text to this subject, the timely Introduction to
Evolutionary Ethics reflects the most up-to-date research and current issues being
debated in both psychology and philosophy. The book presents students to the
areas of cognitive psychology, normative ethics, and metaethics. The first general
introduction to evolutionary ethics Provides a comprehensive survey of work in
three distinct areas of research: cognitive psychology, normative ethics, and
metaethics Presents the most up-to-date research available in both psychology
and philosophy Written in an engaging and accessible style for undergraduates
and the interested general reader Discusses the evolution of morality, broadening
its relevance to those studying psychology

The Origin and Evolution of Humans and Humanness
Urgent interest in new diseases, such as the coronavirus, and the resurgence of
older diseases like tuberculosis has fostered questions about the history of human
infectious diseases. How did they evolve? Where did they originate? What natural
factors have stalled the progression of diseases or made them possible? How does
a microorganism become a pathogen? How have infectious diseases changed
through time? What can we do to control their occurrence? ; Ethne Barnes offers
answers to these questions, using information from history and medicine as well as
from anthropology. She focuses on changes in the patterns of human behavior
through cultural evolution and how they have affected the development of human
diseases. ; Writing in a clear, lively style, Barnes offers general overviews of every
variety of disease and their carriers, from insects and worms through rodent
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vectors to household pets and farm animals. She devotes whole chapters to major
infectious diseases such as leprosy, syphilis, smallpox, and influenza. Other
chapters concentrate on categories of diseases (gut bugs, for example, including
cholera, typhus, and salmonella). The final chapters cover diseases that have
made headlines in recent years, among them mad cow disease, West Nile virus,
and Lyme disease. ; In the tradition of Berton Roueché, Hans Zinsser, and Sherwin
Nuland, Ethne Barnes answers questions you never knew you had about the germs
that have threatened us throughout human history.

Fusion Foodways of Africa's Gold Coast in the Atlantic Era
This volume makes a vivid and thorough discussion on ethnicity in Africa in terms
of history and the management, resolution and prevention of conflicts. The book
walks the reader through some examples of ethnic conflicts to prove the
universality of ethnic complexities, and cogently advises against any moral and
scholarly withdrawal from issues concerning African ethnicity. It also examines
efforts ranging from diplomacy, mediation, arbitration, and enforcement to forceful
intervention. The discussion commends these efforts but stresses that conflict
prevention is the better means of addressing conflict issues in Africa and
elsewhere.

World Prehistory
Modern life is full of problems - in individuals and in society too. Increasingly we
see damaged and disturbed children, mental health problems, addictions of many
kinds, antisocial behavior, and crime, violence and war. So it seems sensible to
ask: does life have to be this way? Was it always like this for human beings? We’ve
been around for maybe as much as two million years: surely we didn’t evolve to
live such difficult and dysfunctional lives? Do We Need To Be So Screwed-Up?! sets
out to discover the answer to this question – and finds plentiful evidence to show
that, on the contrary, human beings evolved to be naturally egalitarian,
cooperative, and peaceful. Indeed, for over 95% of our history – until about 10,000
years ago - that is how we were: kind, cheerful and happy! This is a paradigmbusting re-evaluation of human nature and our potential for happiness.

Sanitation, Latrines and Intestinal Parasites in Past
Populations
Many consider Lewis Binford to be the single most influential figure in archaeology
in the last half-century. His contributions to the "New Archaeology" changed the
course of the field as he argued for the development of a scientifically rigorous
framework to guide the excavation and interpretation of the archaeological record.
In this book, first published nearly two decades ago, Binford provided students and
general readers with an introduction to his challenging and provocative ideas
about understanding the human past. Now available again, this important
component of Binford's intellectual legacy will convey the drama and intellectual
excitement of contemporary archaeology to a new generation of archaeologists
and others interested in the field. Throughout the book, Binford questions old ideas
and proposes new theories based on his comparative archaeological and
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ethnographic research in North America, Europe, South Africa, and Australia. A new
afterword by Binford surveys the direction archaeology has taken since the
publication of this book and shares his hopes for the future of the discipline.

Saudi Arabia: An Environmental Overview
The hominin fossil record documents a history of critical evolutionary events that
have ultimately shaped and defined what it means to be human, including the
origins of bipedalism; the emergence of our genus Homo; the first use of stone
tools; increases in brain size; and the emergence of Homo sapiens, tools, and
culture. The Earth's geological record suggests that some evolutionary events were
coincident with substantial changes in African and Eurasian climate, raising the
possibility that critical junctures in human evolution and behavioral development
may have been affected by the environmental characteristics of the areas where
hominins evolved. Understanding Climate's Change on Human Evolution explores
the opportunities of using scientific research to improve our understanding of how
climate may have helped shape our species. Improved climate records for specific
regions will be required before it is possible to evaluate how critical resources for
hominins, especially water and vegetation, would have been distributed on the
landscape during key intervals of hominin history. Existing records contain
substantial temporal gaps. The book's initiatives are presented in two major
research themes: first, determining the impacts of climate change and climate
variability on human evolution and dispersal; and second, integrating climate
modeling, environmental records, and biotic responses. Understanding Climate's
Change on Human Evolution suggests a new scientific program for international
climate and human evolution studies that involve an exploration initiative to locate
new fossil sites and to broaden the geographic and temporal sampling of the fossil
and archeological record; a comprehensive and integrative scientific drilling
program in lakes, lake bed outcrops, and ocean basins surrounding the regions
where hominins evolved and a major investment in climate modeling experiments
for key time intervals and regions that are critical to understanding human
evolution.

African Ethnicity
This volume describes the agricultural and cultural history of the Gold Coast (now,
Ghana) in the Atlantic era, exploring the historical significance of new food crops
and culinary techniques from the Americas, Asia and elsewhere in Africa to the
farmers who produced them and to everybody who ate.

Science and Creationism
Without 3 Miracles Darwins Dead! will settle the question, Is Evolution possible? In
the mind of the reader and any intelligent, open-minded person the answer must
be, Evolution is IMPOSSIBLE!, because: Evolution is NOT science; its a faith
statement about the past! Evolution breaks 3 unbreakable scientific LAWS!
Evolution has never been observed in a laboratory or in the field, but Richard
Dawkins said. Evolution has been observed. Its just that it hasnt been observed
when its happening. In Evolution all the missing links are still missing, In Evolution
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there are some creatures whose behavior, design and amazing complexity cant be
explained. The history of Evolution contains many frauds. Ill highlight two. How do
Evolution proponents explain these issues? Denial, rationalization or just plain
lying! Evolution has damaging effects on our culture and wastes valuable
resources that could be used to improve health and living conditions, but millions,
of our money, is spent on research that can NEVER bring any value to mankind.
The answer to the question, Where did we come from? can ONLY be, We are
created in Gods image for purpose. We did not come from an explosion of
Hydrogen gas and pond scum!

Evolution of Human Behavior
This Very Short Introduction traces the history of paleoanthropology from its
beginnings in the eighteenth century to the latest fossil finds. Although
concentrating on the fossil evidence for human evolution, it also covers the latest
genetic evidence about regional variations in the modern human genome that
relate to our evolutionary history. Bernard Wood draws on over thirty years of
experience to provide an insider's view of the field and some of the personalities in
it, and demonstrates that our understanding of human evolution is critically
dependent on advances in related sciences such as paleoclimatology,
geochronology, systematics, genetics, and developmental biology. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.

Evolution, Human Behaviour and Morality
Sanitation and intestinal health is something we often take for granted today.
However, people living in many regions of the developing world still suffer with
debilitating diseases due to the lack of sanitation. Despite its clear impact upon
health in modern times, sanitation in past populations is a topic that has received
surprisingly little attention. This book brings together key experts from around the
world to explore fascinating aspects of life in the past relevant to sanitation, and
how that affected our ancestors. By its end readers will realize that toilets were in
use in ancient Mesopotamia even before the invention of writing, and that flushing
toilets with anatomic seats were a technology of ancient Greece at the time of the
minotaur myth. They will see how sanitation compared in ancient Rome and
medieval London, and will take a virtual walk around the sanitation of York at the
time of the Vikings. Readers will also understand which intestinal parasites infected
humans in different regions of the world over different time periods, what these
parasites tell us about early human evolution, later population migrations, past
diet, lifestyle, and the effects of sanitation technology. There is good evidence that
over the millennia people in the past realized that sanitation mattered. They
invented toilets, cleaner water supplies, drains, waste disposal and sanitation
legislation. While past views on sanitation were very different to those of today, it
is clear than many past societies took sanitation much more seriously than was
previously thought.
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Migration in World History
Do you want to learn about the physical origin of the Universe, but don’t have the
rest of eternity to read up on it? Do you want to know what scientists know about
where you and your planet came from, but without the science blinding you?
‘Course you do – and who better than For Dummies to tackle the biggest, strangest
and most wonderful question there is! The Origins of the Universe For Dummies
covers: Early ideas about our universe Modern cosmology Big Bang theory Dark
matter and gravity Galaxies and solar systems Life on earth Finding life elsewhere
The Universe’s forecast

From Biped to Strider
For one semester or quarter courses in World Prehistory. Written by one of the
leading archaeological writers in the world -— in a simple, jargon-free narrative
style —- this brief, well-illustrated account of the major developments in the human
past makes world prehistory uniquely accessible to complete beginners. Written by
Brian Fagan, World Prehistory covers the entire world, not just the Americas or
Europe, and places major emphasis on both theories and the latest archaeological
and multidisciplinary approaches. His focus is on four major developments in world
prehistory: 1) The origins of humanity. 2) The appearance and spread of modern
humans before and during the late Ice Age- including the first settlement of the
Americas. 3) The beginnings of food production. 4) The rise of the first civilizations.

The Human Face
This volume represents the proceedings of the Irving Stone Memorial Symposium
on "The Origin of Humans and Humanness." Scientists in the fields of anthropology,
archaeology, biology and ecology were invited to discuss their research concerning
the how's, where's and why's of the evolutionary history of humans. Using our
knowledge of the behavior and reproduction of living primates, chapter 1 describes
what made the earliest human-like animals of 4 million years ago different from
their ape relatives. While showing how the science of paleontology works, the
origin of our genus, Homo, is discussed in chapter 2. With emphasis on those
humans who first made regular use of stone tools some 2 million years ago,
chapter 3 interprets ancient human behavior and ecology from an archeological
perspective. Tools from genetics, molecular biology, archaeology and paleontology
are used to examine the origin of modern Homo sapiens in chapter 4. Chapter 5
looks at the artistry of Ice Age craftsmen. Finally, using computer methods,
chapter 6 delves into the complex issue of how does human behavior change, and
what is the relationship between biological and cultural evolution?

Without 3 Miracles, Darwin’S Dead!
Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Health in Early Life is a complete and thorough
compilation of scientific information on the growth of young children - much of it
previously unavailable. This breakthrough book describes changes in functional,
motor, and sensomotor development in young children as related to somatic
growth, body composition, and nutrition. Packed with original experimental data
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derived from repeated cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, the book presents
results that can be used as reference standards. Human studies are supplemented
by data from experimental animal models to provide in-depth information on many
difficult research areas. Specifically, Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Health in Early
Life analyzes the impact of environment, exercise, diet, and prenatal factors on
body composition, fat distribution, dietary intake, and blood lipid levels in children
3 to 6 years of age. It also reviews functional development in marginally and
severely malnourished and obese children. Written by a leading nutrition
researcher who has worked in the field for more than twenty years, this
monumental resource provides today's research standards for investigating the
complex physical development of young children.

Evolution in Health and Disease
How can we improve support for teachers as they negotiate the pathways into the
profession? This books highlights how strong networks of connections with other
teachers and with resources have been shown to make a big difference. Online
learning networks are one way to help pre-service and early career teachers to
foster these connections and the greater community of teachers has an interest in
helping new teachers to enter the profession. New technologies have allowed
teachers to be connected anywhere, anytime; this book discusses principles for the
design and implementation of learning networks that can use this connectivity to
improve support for beginning teachers. It addresses foundational principles of
types of teacher communities (online and offline), types of knowledge relevant to
beginning teachers, the idea of presence within a network and methodologies for
studying and nurturing communities of teachers, providing recent examples of
each.

Those who Have Vanished
A fully revised edition of a volume written by the world's leading authorities on this
subject. It discusses how the evolution of humans and their pathogens have
generated important medical issues, covering both infectious and degenerative
diseases. It presents important ideas that are not yet sufficiently appreciated in the
medical community.

The History of Human Marriage
A history of women in the Western world

Diseases and Human Evolution
A fascinating, detailed study of the origins of modern humans. Includes material
from Willoughby's own research in Tanzania.

Online Learning Networks for Pre-Service and Early Career
Teachers
James W. Pennebaker The University of Texas at Austin At first glance, a scientific
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book on the face doesn't make a great deal of sense. After all, the face is not a
biological unit that falls into a specific medical specialty. By the same token, it is
not part of a of a specific clear functional system that falls within the purview
subdiscipline of psychology, philosophy, sociology, or any other traditional area. It
seems that the only organizing principle of the face is that all humans have one
and that it is central to the experience of being human. As a social stimulus, the
face can signal emotions, personality, sex, physical and mental health, social
status, age, and aspects of our thoughts, intentions, and our inner selves. At
various points in our lives, we spend a tremendous amount of time and money for
cosmetics, cleansers, medicines, and, occasionally, surgery to enhance our face. In
the same way that a normative, symmetrical face can attract praise and even
adoration, damage to the face through birth defects, disease, or injury is almost
always stigmatizing. Our faces, then, are social advertisements for who we are.

Sociology
"Traces the history of the invention of the toilet, from the earliest attempts of
ancient civilizations to the modern flush toilet design"--

Do We Need To Be So Screwed Up?!
The second edition of Sport and Spectacle in the Ancient World updates Donald G.
Kyle’s award-winning introduction to this topic, covering the Ancient Near East up
to the late Roman Empire. • Challenges traditional scholarship on sport and
spectacle in the Ancient World and debunks claims that there were no sports
before the ancient Greeks • Explores the cultural exchange of Greek sport and
Roman spectacle and how each culture responded to the other’s entertainment •
Features a new chapter on sport and spectacle during the Late Roman Empire,
including Christian opposition to pagan games and the Roman response • Covers
topics including violence, professionalism in sport, class, gender and eroticism, and
the relationship of spectacle to political structures

Climate, Environment, and Society in the Pacific during the
Last Millennium
The application of chemistry within archaeology is an important and fascinating
area. It allows the archaeologist to answer such questions as "what is this artefact
made of?", "where did it come from?" and "how has it been changed through burial
in the ground?", providing pointers to the earliest history of mankind.
Archaeological Chemistry begins with a brief description of the goals and history of
archaeological science, and the place of chemistry within it. It sets out the most
widely used analytical techniques in archaeology and compares them in the light of
relevant applications. The book includes an analysis of several specific
archaeological investigations in which chemistry has been employed in tracing the
origins of or in preserving artefacts. The choice of these investigations conforms to
themes based on analytical techniques, and includes chapters on obsidian,
ceramics, glass, metals and resins. Finally, it suggests a future role for chemical
and biochemical applications in archaeology. Archaeological Chemistry enables
scientists to tackle the fundamental issues of chemical change in the
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archaeological materials, in order to advance the study of the past. It will prove an
essential companion to students in archaeological science and chemistry, field and
museum archaeologists, and all those involved in conserving human artefacts.

Sport and Spectacle in the Ancient World
This edition of Science and Creationism summarizes key aspects of several of the
most important lines of evidence supporting evolution. It describes some of the
positions taken by advocates of creation science and presents an analysis of these
claims. This document lays out for a broader audience the case against presenting
religious concepts in science classes. The document covers the origin of the
universe, Earth, and life; evidence supporting biological evolution; and human
evolution. (Contains 31 references.) (CCM)

The Grimy, Gross Unusual History of the Toilet
Recounts the world-famous paleoanthropologist's attempts to solve the mystery of
human evolution, using evidence uncovered during his recent forays into the fossilrich regions of Eastern Africa. TV tie-in. 35,000 first printing. $35,000 ad/promo.
Tour.

In Pursuit of the Past
This book highlights the recent re-emergence of Edward Westermarck's work in
modern approaches to morality and altruism, examining his importance as one of
the founding fathers of anthropology and as a moral relativist, who identified our
moral feelings with biologically-evolved retributive emotions. Questioning the
extent to which current debates on the relationship between biology and morality
are similar to those in which Westermarck himself was involved, the authors ask
what can be learnt from his arguments and from the criticism that he encountered.
Drawing on Westermarck's manuscripts and papers as well as his published work,
the authors show the importance of situating debates, whether modern or
classical, in their correct methodological and philosophical context. This volume is
a rigorous assessment of the ways in which morality is connected with human
biological nature. It plays close attention to the development of debates in this
field and will appeal to scholars of sociology, anthropology and philosophy.

Ancestors in Our Genome
Threats to biodiversity, food shortages, urban sprawl . . . lessons for environmental
problems that confront us today may well be found in the past. The archaeological
record contains hundreds of situations in which societies developed long-term
sustainable relationships with their environmentsÑand thousands in which the
relationships were destructive. Charles Redman demonstrates that much can be
learned from an improved understanding of peoples who, through seemingly
rational decisions, degraded their environments and threatened their own survival.
By discussing archaeological case studies from around the worldÑfrom the
deforestation of the Mayan lowlands to soil erosion in ancient Greece to the almost
total depletion of resources on Easter IslandÑRedman reveals the long-range
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coevolution of culture and environment and clearly shows the impact that ancient
peoples had on their world. These case studies focus on four themes: habitat
transformation and animal extinctions, agricultural practices, urban growth, and
the forces that accompany complex society. They show that humankind's
commitment to agriculture has had cultural consequences that have conditioned
our perception of the environment and reveal that societies before European
contact did not necessarily live the utopian existences that have been popularly
supposed. Whereas most books on this topic tend to treat human societies as mere
reactors to environmental stimuli, Redman's volume shows them to be active
participants in complex and evolving ecological relationships. Human Impact on
Ancient Environments demonstrates how archaeological research can provide
unique insights into the nature of human stewardship of the Earth and can
permanently alter the way we think about humans and the environment.

Human Impact on Ancient Environments
The nature of global change in the Pacific Basin is poorly known compared to other
parts of the world. Climate, Environment, and Society in the Pacific during the Last
Millennium describes the climate changes that occurred in the Pacific during the
last millennium and discusses how these changes controlled the broad evolution of
human societies, typically filtered by the effects of changing sea level and
storminess on food availability and interaction. Covering the entire period since AD
750 in the Pacific, this book describes the influences of climate change on
environments and societies during the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice
Age, focusing on the 100-year transition between these – a period of rapid change
known as the AD 1300 Event. * Discusses the societal effects of climate and sealevel change, as well as the evidence for externally-driven societal change *
Synthsizes how climate change has driven environmental change and societal
change in the Pacific Basin * Contains a comprehensive and up-to-date survey of
the evidence for climate, environmental, and societal change, supported by a full
list of references

Archaeological Chemistry
The inspiration for this volume of contributed papers stemmed from conversations
between the editors in front of Chuck Hilton's poster on the determinants of
hominid walking speed, presented at thel998 meetings of the American Association
of Physical Anthropologists (AAPA). Earlier at those meetings, Jeff Meldrum (with
Roshna Wunderlich) had presented an alternate interpretation of the Laetoli
footprints based on evidence of midfoot flexibility. As the discussion ensued we
found convergence on a number of ideas about the nature of the evolution of
modem human walking. From the continuation of that dialogue grew the proposal
for a symposium which we called From Biped to Strider: the Emergence of Modem
Human Walking. The symposium was held as a session of the 69th annual meeting
of the AAPA, held in San Antonio, Texas in 2000. It seemed to us that the study of
human bipedalism had become overshadowed by theoften polarized debates over
whether australo pithecines were wholly terrestrial in habit, or retained a
significant degree of arboreality.
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Student Study Guide to The Early Human World
Basics in Human Evolution
In this magisterial work the history of the peoples of Palestine from the earliest
times to Alexander's conquest is thoroughly sifted and interpreted. All available
source material-textural, epigraphic, and archeological-is considered, and the
approach taken aims at a dispassionate reconstruction of the major epochs and
events by the analysis of social, political, military, and economic phenomena. The
book, chronologically structured, is indispensable for the study of the Hebrew Bible
and of the ancient Near East.

Human Evolution: A Very Short Introduction
This book represents an important meeting ground in the primatology field by
exploring the various primate models that have been used in the reconstruction of
early human behavior. While some models are based on the proposition that a key
behavioral feature such as hunting, eating of seeds or monogamous mating led to
the evolutionary separation of apes and humans, other models suggest that one
primate species, such as the baboon or chimpanzee, best exemplifies the behavior
of our early ancestors. Several contributors to the book take the position that no
single primate is a good model and contend instead that a model must be eclectic.
One of the more innovative essays suggests that ancestral behavioral states can,
in fact, be derived by comparing the behavior of all living hominid (ape and
human) species. Additionally, several other contributors analyze and discuss the
concept of model-making, noting deficiencies in earlier models while offering
suggestions for future development. Although it is true that a powerful conceptual
model for reconstructing hominid behavior does not yet exist, The Evolution of
Human Behavior: Primate Models suggests ways one may be constructed based on
behavioral ecology and evolutionary theory.

Biocultural Evolution
Geneticist Eugene Harris presents us with the complete and up-to-date account of
the evolution of the human genome.

Our Story So Far 6
Scattered references to Australian natives; jealousy, prostitution, conception
beliefs; mutilations to attract opposite sex, initiation rites (circumcision,
subincision), modesty, arranging marriages, sexual needs.

Ancestors
Basics in Human Evolution offers a broad view of evolutionary biology and
medicine. The book is written for a non-expert audience, providing accessible and
convenient content that will appeal to numerous readers across the
interdisciplinary field. From evolutionary theory, to cultural evolution, this book fills
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gaps in the readers’ knowledge from various backgrounds and introduces them to
thought leaders in human evolution research. Offers comprehensive coverage of
the wide ranging field of human evolution Written for a non-expert audience,
providing accessible and convenient content that will appeal to numerous readers
across the interdisciplinary field Provides expertise from leading minds in the field
Allows the reader the ability to gain exposure to various topics in one publication

The History of Ancient Palestine
Understanding Climate's Influence on Human Evolution
In a writing style that will captivate those new to the subject, Boulanger presents
an understanding of human biological and cultural evolution that is both scientific
and humanistic, in keeping with classic anthropological ideals. The aim of this
reasonably priced text is to help students think critically about what being human
has been, what it is at present, and what it may be in the future. While the book
focuses on the anthropological subfields of biological anthropology and
archaeology, information and insights are also drawn from cultural anthropology
and anthropological linguistics. Boulangers absorbing treatment, in contrast to
other texts on human evolution, features an opening chapter that seeks to
negotiate fairly, without defensiveness or condescension, a pathway for
creationists to follow into the topic. The next three chapters provide background on
the history of evolutionary science, the biology of inheritance and population
change, and primatology. Chapters 5 through 9 focus on human biocultural
evolution from the time of the ancestor we share with chimpanzees through the
development of agriculture and the founding of states. The last chapter deals with
the issue of racehow it has affected our interpretation of the past and how it
continues to influence the present. In addition to an extensive glossary, the fully
illustrated textbook features numerous topic-enhancing sidebars, questions for
discussion and review, and student exercises.

The Evolution of Modern Humans in Africa
The Student Study Guide is an important and unique component that is available
for each of the eight books in The World in Ancient Times series. Each of the
Student Study Guides is designed to be used with the student book at school or
sent home for homework assignments. The activities in the Student Study Guide
will help students get the most out of their history books. Each Student Study
Guide includes chapter-by-chapter two-page lessons that use a variety of
interesting activities to help a student master history and develop important
reading and study skills.

The Origins of the Universe for Dummies
A comprehensive overview of Saudi Arabia’s environment, this volume is a unique
and authoritative text on the geological and environmental aspects of Saudi
Arabia, a country about which little is known by the outside world. Saudi Arabia is a
fascinating country with a long tradition of environmental awareness and
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sensitivity, pitted against some of the harshest environments on earth. The book
brings together a wide range of published and unpublished material which will be
of interest to environmental scientists, geologists, geographers and biologists. A
comprehensive bibliography is included. This book will be indispensable for
university courses dealing with the Middle East and arid zone environments as well
as various regional/environmental courses.

An Introduction to Evolutionary Ethics
Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Health in Early Life
This book traces the connections among regions brought about by the movement
of people, diseases, crops, technology and ideas. Drawing on examples from a
wide range of geographical regions and thematic areas, noted world historian
Patrick Manning guides the reader through the earliest human migrations,
including the earliest hominids, their development and spread, and the controversy
surrounding the rise of homo sapiens ; the rise and spread of major language
groups ; an examination of civilizations, farmers and pastoralists from 3000 BCE to
500 CE ; trade patterns including the early Silk Road and maritime trade in the
Mediterrane and more.
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